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Battle queen 2020 imdb

Skip to main content Ã(18)IMDbÂ 3.21h 19min200118+This video is not available to view in your location 1 nomination. See more prizes » Learn more Edit After a civilization is all but eliminated by a comet, the forces of evil take advantage of the weak. A powerful woman fights for the good of the vulnerable. Plot Summary | Add Taglines synopsis: Ready for
battle. Dressed to kill. Film Rating (MPAA) Rated R for Sexuality, Violence and Language Parents' Guide: View Content Tip » Edit Brigitte Nielsen was briefly considered for the role of Gayle See more » Gayle: Oh baby, I love it when you take me all Neanderthals out that way. See more » User reviews Gayle: Oh baby, I love it when you get all Neanderthal
on me like that. Edit BattleQueen 2020 (2001) After a civilization is all but wiped out by a comet, the forces of evil take advantage of the weak. A powerful woman fights for the good of the vulnerable. Plot summary BattleQueen 2020 (2001) Add to Guide Jump to: MPAA Rated R for sexuality, violence and language certification United States: R (certified
#38191) Edit A Z movie isn't worth your time, if you're not a big fan of Julie Strain. She is the protagonist of the story (to tell a story in a mess like this is probably very positive in this film) and the film revolves around her aes (i.m. a wonderful pair of breasts). She is good at the role of the good-hearted upper class, coming from the lowest level of postholocaust humanity presented in this film (a clash with a meteorite has destroyed life as we know it and survivors are divided into classes such as Time Machine's Morlocks and Eloi, but this time the good ones are the most humble of the survivor), and she gives her fan a lot to remember, with several naked scenes, but the mess in which she finds herself is
really A classic new era of Corman made for the video movie, but one of the worst I've ever seen (and if you want to see Julie in all its glory, buy one of her Penthouse videos instead) 10 out of 15 found it useful. Was this review useful? Sign in to vote. Permalink
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